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MESSAGE FROM THE
BMAC TEAM, JUNE 2020
Dear Friends and Supporters
We hope you are all safe and well in these difficult times. Last
year was another busy year for us with the addition of an
urban education officer and the conclusion of two surveys of
Barbary macaques in the eastern Rif and the eastern Middle
Atlas. We continued to work with the communities around
Bouhachem forest. Unfortunately, we received many more
reports of illegally held macaques from the Moroccan public
and we managed to confiscated and release some of these
individuals into wild groups in Bouhachem forest. Despite the
pandemic, the Moroccan team continues to monitor and
protect the Barbary macaques of Bouhachem.

EDUCATION AND
AWARENESS
Due to new donors coming on board, we were delighted to be
able to employ Rachida Aktaou, an English literature graduate,
as our new education officer. Rachida began working with the
BMAC team on 1st February, familiarising herself with
BMAC’s education and awareness lessons and materials. Since
February 2019, Rachida has visited 19 schools (seven in
Tétouan and 12 in villages surrounding Barbary macaque
habitat). Our Barbary macaque conservation lesson was
delivered to ~6,000 pupils in 2019.
We were delighted to accept an invitation from the Gibraltar
development NGO, Rifcom, to again raise awareness about the
Barbary macaque at their football tournament held in October.
We reached over 300 young men and boys who all live in
communities close to macaque habitat. Both Rachida and our
rural education officer, Ahmed worked hard communicating
with many different teams in very hot conditions.

THE ILLEGAL
TRADE IN BARBARY
MACAQUES IN 2019
Despite our efforts to raise awareness about the illegal Barbary
macaque trade, we were kept very busy with reports from the
Moroccan public about illegally held Barbary macaques in
2019. Here is as summary of those reports.
July – the public reported the presence of a very young
macaque being used as a photo prop in Fndiq. We collaborated
with the authorities to confiscate the macaque. The tout (from
Marrakech) was fined.
July - with the assistance of The Deparmtent of Forestry
(Tangier), we confiscated a photo prop macaque at the Cave of
Hercules, near Tangier. The owner was fined.
August - the public reported two sub-adult macaques being
sold by Tangier pet shop via Facebook. Both individuals were
confiscated by the Dept of Forests in September. The shop
owner was fined.
August - a Rabat resident asked us for advice on how to look
after a macaque infant he purchased. Despite conversations
with BMAC staff, he refused to give us his details. We believe
this man tried unsuccessfully to release the infant into a
group at Ifrane national park. We do not know the fate of this
infant.

THE ILLEGAL
TRADE IN BARBARY
MACAQUES IN 2019
September – after a report via Facebook, we posted Instagram
photos of a man and an infant macaque in Oujda and asked
the public to identity him. A few hours later, the Oujda
authorities had identified the man and confiscated the infant
which we collected and released in Bouhachem along with an
infant photo prop macaque confiscated by the provincial
authorities in Nador.
October – In Larache, police stopped a driver and found a
macaque in the man’s car. The macaque escaped but the owner
was fined. The macaque was never located but we believe his
owner returned to find him later on that evening.
October - we were asked by the authorities to pick up an
escaped pet macaque found running along a track in Tetouan.
We were able to release the youngster in Bouhachem forest.
November - a member of the public reported three young
macaques in a van in Tétouan being transported to an
apartment and attached photos and the vehicle’s registration.
We reported the incident with no result.

THE ILLEGAL
TRADE IN BARBARY
MACAQUES IN 2019
November - a vigilant individual, returning to Tétouan by
road, spotted a captive macaque outside a cafe near Taoughilt.
We alerted the authorities and the macaque was confiscated.
December- a video was released of pet shop owners in the
Tangier pet market openly advertising young macaques for
sale. Two infant macaques could be seen in the video. We
informed the authorities but no action could be taken as the
macaques had disappeared by the time the incident was
reported to us in January.
December – we received many reports from people in Oujda
about two young macaques being exploited by different
owners in the city. The authorities declined to confiscate
either animal due to concerns about provoking civil unrest.

THE ILLEGAL
TRADE IN BARBARY
MACAQUES IN 2019
A total of 16 young macaques were reported to us in 2019.
This is by far the highest number of reports we have ever
received and we are very concerned about this large increase.
Seven of these macaques were confiscated and their owners
fined (the Larache resident was fined but his macaque
escaped). We released the infant found in Tetouan to a wild
group. The fate of eight macaques remains unknown.
Our report demonstrates how enforcement of the wildlife
protection law can still be inconsistent in Morocco. Some
provinces act immediately as soon as we report illegally held
macaques to them.
Others are either slow to react or do not react at all and the
macaques are probably sold to Moroccans or to foreign
tourists.
We also receive many reports from concerned individuals
about the photo prop macaques in Marrakech.

SURVEY WORK
We conducted a survey of the eastern Middle Atlas Mountains,
engaging with the Local shepherds to understand macaque
locations. With their guidance, we were able to confirm the
presence of Barbary macaques in seven of the ten sites we
visited and observed 184 individuals in six groups, giving a
mean minimum group size of 31. Cedar forest occurs in
isolated fragments on the mountain slopes but there appears
to be little connectivity between sites due to human habitation
in the valleys. Threats we noted were mainly from shepherds’
livestock guarding dogs harassing the macaques. Water is an
issue during the summer months. There does not appear to be
any poaching for the pet trade, probably due to the very
remote location.

SURVEY WORK
We paid three visits to Jbel Gourougu (above the city
of Nador in northeastern Morocco) to assess the population of
Barbary macaques reintroduced there in the 1980s. We
counted 202 individuals in four groups with a mean group size
of 51 individuals. Jbel Gourougu is very degraded with many
non-native eucalyptus trees which do not provide food for the
macaques. Feeding the Barbary macaques of Jbel Gourougo is
a motivation to visit the site for many people. This
supplemental feeding, along with the relatively mild climate,
may ensure the survival of the animals.
Local people do not see the macaques as a problem despite
their crop feeding behaviour.

INTERNATIONAL
OUTREACH
We were pleased to welcome Hanna-Maija Lahtinen, a curator
at Helsinki Zoo, Finland. Helsinki zoo has supported us for a
few years and we are delighted that they have decided to
support our Mohamed, who has been with us for more than
ten years now.

INTERNATIONAL
OUTREACH
Sian and Ahmed participated in the second African Primate
Society conference held in Entebbe Uganda. Sian gave a
presentation on the status of primatology in North Africa.
Sian presented and co-organised a symposium and Lucy
Radford presented at the European Primate
Society joint meeting with the Primate Society of Great Britain
in Oxford in September. Sian also participated remotely in a
panel held at the American Anthropological Association in
Vancouver, Canada in November.
The team published two papers with other collaborators. The
papers are both open access and can be found using the links
below.
Norconk, M.A., Atsalis, S., Tully, G., Santillan, A.M., Waters,
S., Knott, C.D., Ross, S.R., Shanee, S. & Stiles, D. 2019.
Reducing the primate pet trade: Actions for primatologists.
American Journal of Primatology 82(1)
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ajp.23079
Waters, S., El Harrad, A., Bell, S. &
Setchell, J.M. 2019. Interpreting people’s behaviour towards
primates using
qualitative data: a case study from North Morocco.
International J. of Primatology 40: 316-33.
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10764-019-00087-w

SUPPORTERS
Huge thanks to our donors and to all our volunteers
Austria: Vienna Zoo
France: Beauval Nature; Association of French Zoos; La Vallee
des Singes; Foret des Singes; La Montagne des Singes; La
Passerelle Conservation
Germany: Affenberg Salem; NaturZoo Rheine
Italy: ARCA Foundation, Parco Natura Viva
The Netherlands: Gaia Nature Fund
UK: Trentham Monkey Forest; Blair Drummond Safari Park;
Folly Farm
USA Department of the Interior, International Technical
Assistance Programme

